Abstract-Text similarity computing is the core issue that question-answering system needs to solve. It is mainly used to filter out the existed problems which are similar to the user's questions from database. Because of the low recall of domain keywords in domain text similarity computing based on traditional semantic dictionary, this paper proposed a short text similarity computing method in the field of agriculture based on the extended version of <<Tongyicicilin>> which referred to as <<CiLin>>. This paper propose to consider both the similarity and correlation when calculate the words' final similarity. The experimental results show that the proposed short text similarity computing method resolve the problem of the low recall of domain words in traditional semantic dictionary well, and improve the similarity calculation performance of high relevant keywords greatly.
INTRODUCTION
Question and answering system (QA) is concerned more and more in recent years [1, 2] . In QA system, the real-time performance and efficiency of the research can be improved by communicating with users, which is the so-called user interactive system [3, 4, 5] . Agriculture interactive QA relies on the participation of the users to find a proper way to solve the problems user encountered in the process of agricultural production. And it provides an efficient and convenient way to farm users to solve practical problems during the agricultural production.
The main problem agriculture interactive QA need to solve is how to obtain the answers users expected from the large-scale agriculture domain short texts. Where, one of the core questions is to retrieve the existed questions which are similar to the user's question by computing the similarity between the questions. There exists several typical text similarity calculation methods, which include text similarity calculation based on the vector space model [6] , text similarity calculation based on edit-distance [7] , and text similarity calculation based on semantic dictionaries [6, 8] .
Text similarity calculation method based on vector space model is applicable to large-scale text. However the texts in the QA of this paper are shorter, and contain fewer words. This method only considers the word similarity, and will face the problem of data sparse, which can hardly ensure the accuracy of the retrieval. Text similarity calculation method based on edit-distance only considers the issue of the composition of the text itself, and ignores the semantic information of the text as well as internal words. So, the performance of this method is not acceptable. Text similarity calculation based on the semantic dictionaries considers the correlations between the words, extends the semantic of the words in the text and fits short texts well. However, because of the insufficiency of the included domain words, traditional similarity calculation methods based on the semantic dictionaries can hardly satisfy the need of specific domain QA. In the result, the recall of the domain words is low and the research performance can't satisfy the users' demand. So, on the basis of effective semantic extensions to the agricultural short texts, this paper proposed a final similarity calculation method which considered word similarity and word correlation together. Experimental results show that this method can overcome the defects of semantic in recall. Agriculture interactive QA system uses the strategy "retrieves firstly, interacts secondly". Users can retrieve the system database to find answers for their questions. The retrieval results will be ranked and listed according to the similarity with users' questions. If users aren't satisfy with the results, they could submit their questions in the interaction process and get the results. The architecture of agriculture interactive QA system is shown in Figure 1 .
During the process of the similar questions retrieval, QA system will carry out the following steps: (1) pre-process the texts of users' questions (such as, Chinese word segmentation and semantic extension) [9, 10, 11] ; (2) retrieve the database, and calculate the similarity between the semantic extended question and texts in database; (3) return the similar questions to the users.
Agricultural domain short text similarity calculation is proposed in the context of the QA system. The experimental results proved that the similarity calculation method proposed in this paper can effectively improve the performance of QA system, and the user satisfaction.
III. AGRICULTURAL SHORT TEXT SIMILARITY
CALCULATION METHOD The text similarity calculation is divided into two parts in this paper: text preprocessing and similarity calculation. After Chinese word segmentation in the process of text preprocessing, the retrieved keywords set and the keywords set of the text to be compared were obtained. Extend the semantic of the keywords based on the semantic dictionary and calculate the keywords' similarity. By comparing the method proposed in this paper with the method based on Hownet and the method based on <<CiLin>>, the method proposed in this paper performs better.
A. Semantic Similarity Calculation Method
Take advantage of Chinese word segmentation with domain dictionary, and get the keywords set from the user retrieved questions ( cluster has one or more item explanations [8] . This paper will use <<CiLin>> expanded by Harbin Institute of Technology. It contains 70,000 words and all of the words are coded. According to the layout characteristics of <<CiLin>>, the main idea of similarity calculation based on the item explanation [8] is: calculate the similarity between the item explanations according to the distance of the two item explanations.
The item explanation expression is as follows: "Da15B02=". It has 8 coded bits. The 1 st code bit represents the "Class". The 2 nd code bit represents the "Midclass". The 3 rd and 4 th code bits represent the "Subcalss". The 5 th code bit represents the "Word group". The 6 th and 7 th code bits represent the "Atom word group". The 8 th code bit is tail number. The similarity calculation method of item explanation is as follows [8] 
Where, n is the total number of branch nodes, k is the distance between the two branches. If the branches of the two item explanations are same, the similarity of the item explanations can be calculated by the tail number. If it is "=", the similarity is 1. If it is "#", the similarity is e . If it is "@", this condition will not be considered. After manual evaluation, the coefficient values in item explanation similarity calculation are as follows [8] :
The similarity of two keywords is the distance of item explanations related to the keywords. Calculate the similarity of these item explanations between each other and select the biggest value as the similarity value of the two keywords.
This paper uses bi-directional semantic similarity calculation methods. The so-called bi-directional semantic similarity calculation firstly calculates the similarity of each keyword in 1 cluster with that in 2 cluster , then reverse the direction of calculation. Finally, the semantic similarity ( _ sim semantic ) is obtained by averaging the two similarities coming from the two directions. 
Where, can be obtained by one of the formulas from formula (1) to formula (5) . This paper will choose the top-n most similar questions from the database to return to the users. Compared with the similarity calculation method simply rely on the keywords hit number, this method improves the precision largely.
B. Keywords Correlation Calculation Method
There is a problem of low recall for some domain keywords using ordinary similarity calculation method based on semantic dictionary, which is because some of the domain keywords have no item explanations in the semantic dictionary. So, the similarity of these keywords can't be calculated. This paper mainly improves the performance of similarity calculation method of the expanded <<CiLin>>. The similarity and correlation are explained as follows.
(1) Similarly: The two words having some semantic similarity reflect the two words in the language have some substitutability. The similarity reflects the substitutability to a certain extent. [12] (2) Correlation: It reflects the interdependent and mutual influence of the two words in semantic.
[12] This kind of relationship between words is generally not mutually alternative.
Suppose there are two keywords 
C. Short Text Smilarity Calculation Based on Bidirectional Mapping
To calculate the similarity of two short texts, figure 2) . Then, calculate reversely. The final similarity of the short texts is the average value of two directions. 
Where, m and n is the word number in 
Sim
can be obtained by formula (8) .
IV. EXPERIMENT
To verify the effectiveness of the similarity method proposed in this paper, this paper uses Hownet and <<CiLin>> as tools, and uses domain texts as experimental data. Compare and analyze the performance of the method proposed in this paper, method based on Hownet and <<CiLin>>.This paper uses some keywords that don't contain in the semantic dictionary or poor performance high relative keywords in general method as experimental data. Experimental results are shown in Table 1 ("?" in Table 1 represents the similarity of relevant keywords can't be calculated.). Figure 3 shows the differences between the three methods intuitively. In the case of most of the tuples' similarity results are close to each other, individual tuple will have a large difference in the calculation performance. Similarity and correlation are two aspects that determine the final similarity. For example, "Doctor" and "Disease" are not similar (The similarity of the two words is 0.1). However, their correlation is high (Its value is above 0.9). The correlation is not well reflected in Hownet and <<CiLin>>. In addition, this paper deals with the low recall of some keywords in <<CiLin>> (tuple 14 to 18). From figure 2 we can see the method in this paper performs better in keyword similarity calculation
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The contributions of this paper are as follows:  Establish a large-scale agricultural domain word segmentation dictionary. Improve the precision of Chinese word segmentation in agricultural domain short text.  Use the extended <<CiLin>> to add semantic information of keywords and overcome the data sparseness problem in short texts.  This paper proposed a method to calculate the final similarity between the keywords using both similarity and correlation. It improved the calculation performance. The method in this paper has a reference for the semantic extension and similarity calculation of both Chinese and English. Considering the correlation slows down the calculation speed. Future work can be extended to other semantic dictionaries and improve the similarity calculation efficiency.
